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Show & Tell Theme is: Modeler’s Choice
Bring anything that you’d like.  A recent purchase or Christmas present.  A scratch built or kit 
bashed locomotive, car or structure.  A new or favorite tool, material or technique that you use.
Photos of progress on your layout or designs for future projects. Books or information sources 
that you’ve found valuable or of interest.

You get the idea.

February 2019

Our next get together is Sat., Feb. 9, 1 p.m.
We will be at the Meridian Township Fire Hall

5000 OKEMOS RD, OKEMOS

Clinic
Rich Mahaney on “How to "Design, Prepare and 

Deliver Model Railroad Clinics."

No layout tour this month.
Please see the next page.



From the Yard Office

As I sit here in the basement, in the Dispatcher’s Office of the Nashville Road, creating my monthly message to the Division, the temps outside 
are unbelievably cold.  Just another good excuse to stay in the house and do train stuff!!  

We had a very constructive meeting in January and the feedback and thoughts that your officers received from our members were very helpful 
for us for planning for the future.  I would like to take a little time and discuss what we covered at that meeting.

We felt that most of the members that attend on a regular basis are pretty familiar with just about all of the railroads in our area.  After 
discussion, our members agreed that in would be more useful to spend more time at our meeting facility and not necessarily visit a railroad each 
month.  We should save the railroad visits for special events when there is something new for us to see or learn.  This would allow us to have 
more time to help each other learn and perfect various areas in our hobby such as painting, model building, scenery, electrical, etc.

An important part of these monthly activities will be for the members to share what their current or past projects are and how they are doing, or 
did them.  Except for a few of our members that are new to the hobby, we have all done things that would allow us to contribute to the group.  I 
know that some of us are not comfortable getting up and speaking in front of groups, or are not sure how they should make a presentation.  But 
we are here to support and give you confidence in this area for the future. 

For the former, just remember that we are all friends sharing a love of our hobby.  No one is here to critique the presenter, they want to learn 
from them.  For the latter, this month’s clinic, which will be presented by Rich Mahaney, is about presenting clinics and will be very helpful to 
those that aren’t quite sure just how to go about it.  

In March, we will all be experts and will be feeling comfortable about our future clinic presentations.  In all seriousness, I really would appreciate 
more members stepping forward to offer to make a presentation of anything hobby related that you think will be helpful to others in our group.  
Now that we will be curtailing the monthly railroad tours, we will have more time to spend on sharing our knowledge and helping others gain 
confidence to advance and build their skills in our hobby.  

Regarding the railroad tours, we will make them a more special event.  In June, we will make our monthly event, touring a group of railroads in 
the Howell area.  Some will be new to us.  On certain other months, we can still incorporate a railroad tour along with the other monthly activities 
which will be saved for the warmer months of the year when we aren’t fighting snow and mud!  During our summer break, we will still have a day 
trip planned for touring a group of layouts a little further afield which would be new to most of us and very enjoyable.  Those in the past have 
been well attended.

If you have any activities that you would like to see us participate in, or something that you would be willing to present to the group during one 
of our monthly events, please let me or one of our other officers know.  We will help you prepare for it if you would like help and we have some 
first class equipment in a great meeting room to help you make your presentation.  This is all about sharing and we all look forward to seeing 
what others can show and teach us as we build our own railroads!! 

Hope to see you all on Saturday!

Best, Andy Keeney      



January Show & Tell.
There are not many pictures as only a few members brought anything in to show. In addition, several of my photos were not adequate 

for reproduction.





Layout Tour
We didn’t have a home layout tour after the last get together, and with the new meeting format, we won’t be having 
the usual monthly layout tour. In place of that, for the newsletter, I’ll be doing a couple of different things. One, is to 
look at other layouts that I, or other members, have visited, usually during National or Regional Conventions. Second, 
is to look at how a theme has be modeled on our local or regional layouts, ie. stations, bridges, types of industry and 
so on. If you’d like to see a particular theme explored, let me know. Finally, I’d like to present submissions from 
Capital Division members. Send in some photos of your layout, or have one of us come out to take pictures of your 
layout, or parts of it. If you’ve done new work, reworked an area or expanded the layout, let us see what you’ve done.

We will start with the Western Pennsylvania Railroad Museum’s layout.
The WPMRM is a nonprofit organization located in Gibsonia, Pennsylvania. Our purpose is to promote and preserve the history 
of railroads in Western Pennsylvania through the hobby of model railroading. The Museum's main attraction is a 40' X 100' scale 
representation of the tracks between Pittsburgh, Pa. and Cumberland, Md. set in the summer of 1952. In addition to this display, 
the museum also maintains a collection of historical model train sets and authentic railroad related items dating as far back as the 
beginning of the 20th century.  

These, and the following photos, are from a 2008 tour with the Detroit United Railway Club. The main purpose of  that trip  was to rent a day on the 
Pennsylvania Trolley Museum, which allowed us the opportunity, under supervision, to operate some of the street cars and interurbans in their collection.









Tis the Season for Railroad Snow Plows

Escanaba & Lake Superior RR
Nat. RR Museum, Green Bay , WI

Trolley Plow. Connecticut Electric Railway 
Museum. Windsor Locks, CT 1963. Note 
Cleveland street car behind it.

Hoosac Tunnel & Willmington RR, Willmington, VT 1964
Steamtown, North Walpole, NH. 1964 





Ludington & Northern homebuilt plow. Full size above, N scale below.



C&O Traverse City 1968

NYC at Mad River & NKP Museum, Bellevue, OH

TSBy, ex Ann Arbor at Cadillac, MI
Manistique & Lake Superior RR, probably at the Cadillac & 
Lake City RR yards in the early 70s.



Above, Union Pacific at Utah Railroad Museum, Ogden, UT.2018
Below, N scale, Dimi-trains rotary plow and tender, Bachman Consolidation.

(The snow is 1-1 scale.)



Basic tools for any railroad conductor, no matter if they work on a large class one such as the N&W or NKP, a regional 
railroad or a short line like the Boyne City RR, are the wheel report and switch list. For model railroaders working a large 
layout, a 4x8 or even a small Time Saver or Inglenook Sidings type switching layout, a switch list can be a simple and 
useful too. Below are some examples.



The one above is a what I use on my own
 layout. 

The NKP form is double sided.

The N&W form in the middle is actually 
longer, going up to line 62, and the back 
of form has lines up to 125.



Details of the above forms.







IMPORTANT NOTICE ABOUT THE MARCH GET TOGETHER!

For the annual make and take clinic to be held on March 9, we will be constructing a shed out of wood siding.  This 
is a step away from previous board by board construction and I hope we have time to deal with finish painting, wash 
and dry brushing. The plan at this point is to have the pieces, with doors and window openings etched in the wood 
to be easily finish cut. Windows, doors, shingles and plans will be provided. Windows and doors will be primed (by 
me) before the clinic.  There will probably be a $10 charge for materials.  I’ll know for sure as of the Feb 9 meeting.  

The major thing at this point is to let me know at the Feb 9 meeting or via email (tdavis@msu.edu) if you will be 
attending and what scale (N or HO) in which you would like to work.  I’ll need this to order supplies.  More info on 
tools to bring will be in the March newsletter.  This clinic will be at Olivet College, where we have met in the past. I 
will plan to play train related videos for any folks who want to come, but don’t actually want to build the structure.  All 
are welcome.

Looking forward to it, Terry

Some of Terry’s previous clinics.
Wood bridge.!Wood loading dock. Wood flat car.

mailto:tdavis@msu.edu
mailto:tdavis@msu.edu


RICH MAHANEY VISITS THE GOLDEN STATE MODEL RAILROAD MUSEUM





NOTE:
The Capital Division election of officers is scheduled to take place 
at  the March get  together. Potential candidates may want to make 
their announcement at our Feb. event.

Capital Division Officers
March 2017 - March 2019

Superintendent - Andy Keeney
hunter48820@yahoo.com

Assistant Superintendent - Mark Frechette
FREHETTE54@msn.com

Paymaster - Ron St. Laurent
R.STLAURENT@sbcglobal.net

Clerk & Editor - Mark Cowles
nkpcowles@yahoo.com

Webmaster - Craig Rosenberger
rosenb3649@comcast.net

Ann Arbor caboose, stuffed and mounted at the 
Shepard, MI Historical Society Depot Museum.

THE CABOOSE PAGE

From the Internet: This, of course, would never 
happen on your or my layouts.
Boston, underneath the El.

EDITOR’S NOTE: I DID MUCH OF THIS WHILE 
WE HAD SEVERAL INCHES OF SNOW AND 
WAY BELOW ZERO TEMPS, THUS 
ACCOUNTING FOR SOME OF THE PHOTO 
SELECTIONS.

IT IS NOW NEAR 50º BUT WE ARE FACING A 
DAY OR TWO OF ICE STORMS.

PERFECT MODEL RAILROADING WEATHER!
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FROM THE 2013 NCR CONVENTION LAYOUT TOURS


